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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has re-
cently been employed into millimeter wave (mmWave) beamspace
MIMO to further improve connection density and spectrum
efficiency for the emerging cellular internet of things (IoT) with
massive IoT sensors and devices. Meanwhile, to achieve energy-
efficient green communication, an advanced energy harvesting
technique named simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer (SWIPT) has been regarded as a promising solution.
In this paper, we study the integration of SWIPT in mmWave
beamspace MIMO-NOMA system. To improve the energy ef-
ficiency while guaranteeing the minimum rate and harvested
energy requirements at each IoT node, we analyse the energy
efficiency maximization via power allocation at the base station
and power splitting at each IoT node. The challenge is that
this joint optimization problem is non-convex and intractable
due to the presence of intra-beam and inter-beam interfer-
ence. To tackle it, we propose a two-layer iterative algorithm
by leveraging Dinkelbach method and alternating optimization
(AO) framework. Specifically, the original fractional objective
function is transformed to an equivalent subtractive one via
Dinkelbach method at the outer layer, whereas in the inner
layer, AO is adopted to address the transformed optimization
problem. Numerical results indicate that: 1) the proposed joint
power allocation and splitting algorithm can converge within five
iterations; 2) the proposed scheme can achieve higher energy
efficiency and achievable sum rate compared with the existing
scheme and conventional beamspace MIMO with SWIPT.

Index Terms—SWIPT, Internet of Things, NOMA, mmWave,
beamspace MIMO, energy efficiency, power allocation, power
splitting.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the popularization of Internet of Things (IoT), sen-
sor nodes and IoT devices experience explosive growth.

It is estimated that the number of sensor nodes and IoT devices
will reach 100 billion by 2025 [1]. In this context, wireless
communication networks are envisioned to provide seamless
access for such massive IoT. Hence, the cellular IoT has been
considered as a key component in next-generation wireless
communication networks to support large-scale connectivity
of IoT [2]. As a matter of fact, information transmission and
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communication among IoT nodes consume a large amount of
energy resource. However, it should be pointed out that these
IoT sensors and devices are mostly battery-powered and thus
have limited energy resource. Therefore, energy-efficient green
communication has become an important issue for cellular
IoT networks. This means that high data rate and low energy
consumption should be satisfied simultaneously.

The combination of millimeter wave (mmWave) and mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is envisioned as
an appealing solution for increasing the spectrum range of
current networks and accommodating the explosive data traffic
requirement. However, the use of massive antennas leads to
exceedingly high energy consumption and hardware cost when
fully digital signal processing is used in mmWave massive
MIMO system, since the number of required RF chains is
equal to that of antennas, and RF chains are power-hungry and
costly at mmWave frequency [3]. To handle this problem, the
recently proposed beamspace MIMO has become a promising
solution [4]. By exploiting the lens antenna array (LAA),
mmWave space channel can be converted into its sparse
beamspace channel. On this basis, a portion of power-focused
beams can be selected such that the number of required RF
chains is significantly reduced [4]–[6], which constitutes the
main feature of beamspace MIMO. Despite its advantages,
each beam can support only one user at the same radio
resource in conventional beamspace MIMO. This means that
the maximum number of served users is no more than that of
available beams [4], [5], [7], [8].

To further improve the number of supported users and
achieve higher spectrum efficiency, non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) has been employed in mmWave massive
MIMO [9]–[18]. It has shown that NOMA is more efficient
than its orthogonal multiple access (OMA) counterpart, in
terms of enhancing the power efficiency and reducing the
spectrum usage. In [14], the authors introduced NOMA strat-
egy into an unmanned aerial vehicle enabled mmWave MIMO
system, and proposed a joint three-dimensional trajectory and
power optimization scheme with the purpose of maximizing
the downlink sum rate of the users. In [15], by integrating
NOMA with intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) technology,
the authors investigated a joint beamforming optimization
scheme aiming at maximizing the sum rate of the users. It
has shown that NOMA enhanced IRS system is capable of
achieving higher system sum rate than orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) enabled IRS system. Similar to the scenario in
[15], the authors in [16] investigated energy efficiency (EE)
maximization optimization problem, and the numerical results
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demonstrated that NOMA enhanced IRS system could also
achieve higher EE than OMA based IRS system. Consider-
ing a 2-user mmWave NOMA system, the authors in [17]
investigated a joint analog beamforming and power allocation
scheme with the purpose of maximizing the sum rate of the
users. In [18], the authors proposed an optimal user pairing
scheme aiming at maximizing the sum rate of the users in a
downlink 2-user NOMA network. In fact, compared with the
conventional OMA in which at most one user is served by a
beam, NOMA supports the communication of multiple users
using the same time-frequency resource at the same beam, by
exploiting superposition coding at transmitter and successive
interference cancellation (SIC) at receiver [19], [20]. In this
way, the number of supported users would not be restricted by
that of beams. Particularly, NOMA is firstly introduced into
mmWave beamspace MIMO in [9], where an iterative power
optimization scheme is proposed to enhance the sum rate.
Analogously, the authors in [21] investigate a beam selection
algorithm to improve the sum rate.

Meanwhile, EE is another essential criterion in wireless
communication systems. To this end, simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT), which supports the
parallel transmission of energy and information, has been
regarded as a viable technique to effectively utilize the energy
resource while guaranteeing the quality of service (QoS). One
popular receiver structure for SWIPT is power splitting (PS)
scheme [22], [23]. With the aid of the power splitter, the
same RF signal can be simultaneously divided into two parts
for energy harvesting (EH) and information detection (ID),
which constitutes the essential idea of SWIPT. In fact, SWIPT
technique has an immense potential for the multi-user systems.
By employing SWIPT technique, the interference power can
be converted into energy, which can be exploited to prolong
the service life of energy-constrained IoT sensors and devices.
However, interference channel reduces the transmission rate
and thus has an adverse impact on ID. Hence, how to trade
off EH and ID to improve the system performances is a
challenge for a SWIPT-enabled system. To deal with this
challenge, some recent research efforts have been conducted
from different perspectives [24]–[29]. In [24], the authors
propose a joint power allocation and splitting approach, aim-
ing to maximize the minimum signal to interference plus
noise ratio (SINR) of all users in a SWIPT-based multi-link
interference channel system. In [25], the authors consider
a MISO-SWIPT system, where beamforming and PS are
jointly designed to maximize EE. Meanwhile, a zero-forcing
beamforming scheme is adopted to reduce the computational
complexity. In [26], the authors consider a multi-user MIMO-
SWIPT system, where the joint optimization of beamforming
and PS ratio is proposed to minimize the total transmit power,
subject to the EH constraint and the SINR constraint. Besides,
SWIPT technique has been investigated in NOMA systems.
Considering a SWIPT-NOMA system with single antenna
transceiver, the authors in [28] propose a joint power allocation
and PS design with the consideration of the tradeoff between
harvested energy and transmission rate. In [29], the authors
study a SWIPT enabled mmWave Massive MIMO-NOMA
system. They propose an effective user grouping approach and

hybrid precoding scheme. Then, a joint power allocation and
splitting scheme is designed to maximize the sum rate.

Observing from the existing literature, we notice that al-
though SWIPT has the potential to achieve the energy-efficient
green communication, the application of SWIPT in mmWave
beamspace MIMO-NOMA is still an open problem to the
best of our knowledge. [9] and [21] do not consider the
SWIPT, and [24]–[29] do not consider the structure of the
beamspace MIMO. In addition, it is worth noting that although
the EE of mmWave beamspace MIMO-NOMA system has
been considered in [9], their proposed power optimization
approach is designed with sum rate maximization as metric.
Therefore, the existing schemes can not be directly applied
to the considered mmWave beamspace MIMO-NOMA with
SWIPT system, which ought to be redesigned jointly with
precoding, power allocation and power splitting.

From the perspective of practical application, we think
that our considered system model has the potential to be
applied in typical IoT networks with massive IoT sensors
and devices. This can be explained by the following reasons.
First, with the rapidly increasing of IoT sensors and devices,
it is very difficult and costly to manually change the batteries
of numerous IoT nodes. By utilizing SWIPT technique, IoT
nodes can simultaneously harvest the energy and decode the
information from received RF signal, and thus it is convenient
to recharge the wireless-enabled IoT nodes. Second, mmWave
communication in combination with beamspace MIMO struc-
ture can effectively improve the system capacity, and thus it
is beneficial for data transmission and communication among
IoT nodes. Third, by employing NOMA scheme, multiple
IoT sensors and devices can be served by one beam at the
same radio resource, and thus both spectrum efficiency and
connection density can be further improved. On the other hand,
the huge number of IoT nodes will lead to rapidly increasing
energy consumption. Thus, it is necessary to provide novel
energy-efficient optimization design for the considered system,
which motivates us to develop this paper.

A. Main Contributions

Unlike the previous works, this paper studies the mmWave
beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT system, where the
power splitter is employed at each IoT node such that each
IoT node can simultaneously obtain energy and information
from the same received RF signals. A novel energy-efficient
power allocation and splitting design is proposed to maximize
EE while guaranteeing each IoT node’ QoS demands in
regard to energy harvesting and transmission rate. The primary
contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We propose to integrate SWIPT in mmWave beamspace
MIMO-NOMA system to achieve energy-efficient green
communication. In order to suppress the inter-beam
interference, a zero-forcing based precoding design is
developed. On this basis, we formulate the EE maxi-
mization problem via power allocation at the BS and
power splitting at each IoT node. Meanwhile, we con-
sider the maximum transmit power limitation at the
BS, the minimum rate limitation and harvested energy
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TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATIONS

Notations Definition
#)- Number of BS antennas
#'� Number of BS RF chains
* Number of users
U6 Set of NOMA users served by the 6-th beam
hD Spatial channel vector for user D
h̃: Beamspace channel vector for user :

ĥ6,D
Beamspace channel vector for the D-th user in the 6-th
beam after beam selection

G6,8
Transmitted signal with normalized power for the 8-th
user in the 6-th beam

I6,D Noise term
=6,D Additive noise caused by ID
?6,8 Transmitted power for the 8-th user in the 6-th beam
d6,D PS ratio for D-th user in 6-th beam

U Spatial discrete fourier transformation matrix
v̂6 Precoding vector for the 6-th beam
v6 Normalized precoding vector for the 6-th beam

a
(
iD

) Array steering vector corresponding to the spatial direction
iD

g
(0)
D The complex gain of LoS component for user D
g
(8)
D The 8-th complex gain of NLoS component for user D

constraint at each IoT node. The formulated problem is
presented as a non-convex and non-linear optimization
problem.

2) We propose a two-layer iterative approach to handle this
challenging optimization problem by applying Dinkel-
bach method and alternating optimization (AO) method.
Specifically, in the outer layer, the EE-based fractional
objective function is converted to a subtractive form by
means of Dinkelbach method. In the inner layer, AO
method is employed to address the remaining optimiza-
tion problem.

3) Simulations results validate the convergence and effec-
tiveness of the proposed energy-efficient power allo-
cation and splitting method. It demonstrates that our
proposed method can converge within five iterations.
Meanwhile, considering the same system model, i.e.,
beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT system, our
proposed optimization method can achieve significant
enhancement of EE and achievable sum rate (ASR)
performance than the existing optimization scheme. In
addition, compared with the conventional beamspace
MIMO with SWIPT, the proposed beamspace MIMO-
NOMA with SWIPT can achieve higher EE and ASR
performance.

B. Organization and Notations

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model and formulates the joint power
allocation and splitting optimization problem. Solutions to this
joint optimization problem are provided in Section III. Our
numerical results are presented in Section IV. This paper is
concluded in Section V.

The following notations are employed throughout the paper.
0, a, A, A denote a scalar, vector, matrix and set, respectively.
(·)) , (·)� , and (·)−1 represent transpose, Hermitian transpose,

and matrix inversion, respectively. ‖·‖= denotes = norm. E(·)
is expectation operator. |A| means the number of elements
in set A. A(1, :) and A(:, 2) represent the 1th row and 2th
column of matrix A, respectively. I represents the  ×  
identity matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a downlink single-cell
mmWave beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT system, in
which one base station (BS) employs #) - -element LAA,
which is illustrated in Fig. 2, and #'� RF chains to serve
* single-antenna IoT nodes that equip power splitters. In the
following, we first present mmWave channel model. Then,
we introduce beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT system.
Finally, we formulate the energy-efficient power allocation and
splitting optimization problem.

A. MmWave Channel Model

We characterize mmWave spatial channel by applying the
widely-adopted Saleh-Valenzuela model [4]:

hD = g (0)D a
(
i
(0)
D

)
+

�∑
8=1

g
(8)
D a

(
i
(8)
D

)
, (1)

where g (0)D a
(
i
(0)
D

)
denotes the line-of-sight (LoS) component

of user D. g (0)D is the complex gain while a
(
i
(0)
D

)
∈ C#)-×1 is

the array steering vector corresponding to the spatial direction
i
(0)
D . g (8)D a

(
i
(8)
D

)
represents the 8th non-line-of-sight (NLoS)

component with complex gain g (8)D , and � represents the total
number of NLoS components. For a typical uniform linear
array (ULA), a

(
i
)

can be denoted by

a
(
i
)
=

1
√
#) -

[
1, 4− 92ci , · · · , 4− 92ci (#)-−1)

])
(2)

where i = 3
_

sin q denotes the spatial direction, 3 denoting
the antenna spacing, _ denoting the signal wavelength, and q
(− c2 6 q 6

c
2 ) denoting the physical direction.

B. Beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT

In this work, we employ an LAA at the BS in order to
reduce the number of required RF chains [4], [5]. Mathe-
matically, the LAA as a #) - × #) - spatial discrete fourier
transformation matrix U, in which the #) - rows of U contain
the #) - orthogonal steering vectors [30], [31], namely,

U =
[
a
(
\̃0

)
, a

(
\̃1

)
, · · · , a

(
\̃#)-−1

) ]
, (3)

where a
(
\̃
)
∈ C#)-×1 represents the array steering vector for

predefined spatial direction \̃. The spatial directions covering
the entire space can be expressed as \̃: = 1

#)-

(
: − #)-+1

2
)

for : varying from 0 to #) - − 1. By exploiting U, the
spatial channel matrix H can be converted into the following
beamspace channel matrix H̃:

H̃ = UH =
[
h̃1, h̃2, · · · , h̃*

]
, (4)

where h̃: = Uh: ∈ C#)- × 1 for : varying from 1 to * is
beamspace channel vector. H = [h1, h2, · · · , h* ] ∈ C#)-×* is
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Fig. 1. The illustration of mmWave beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT
system, where an LAA is deployed at the base station as shown in Fig. 2 and
the power splitter is employed at each IoT node to support SWIPT.
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Fig. 2. LAA at the Base Station.

spatial channel matrix. h: for : varying from 1 to * is spatial
channel vector, which is represented by the formula (1).

Since there are a limited number of scatters in mmWave
propagation, the number of NLoS components is much less
than that of antenna elements [5]. This means that h̃: has a
sparse structure [7]. Thus, the dominant beams can be selected
from h̃: to design a dimension-reduced beamspace. In this
way, the number of required RF chains is significantly reduced.
Accordingly, #'� maximum beams can be selected from H,
i.e., H = H̃(@, :)@∈� [5], [7], where H ∈ #'� × * and C is
the set of selected beams satisfying |C| = #'� < #) - .

In general, for a typical beamspace MIMO system, the
received signal vector at users can be given by

y = H�VPx + z, (5)

where V =
[
v1, v2, · · · , v*

]
is the dimension-reduced precod-

ing matrix of size #'� × * with ‖vD ‖2 = 1 for D varying
from 1 to *. P = diag

[√
?1,
√
?2, · · · ,

√
?*

]
denotes the *×*

power matrix satisfying
∑*
D=1 ?D ≤ %<0G , where %<0G is the

maximum transmit power of the BS. x =
[
G1, G2, · · · , G*

]
is the * × 1 transmitted signal vector for all * users with
E
(
xx�

)
= I . z denotes the * × 1 noise vector following the

distribution CN
(
0, X2

0I 
)
.

In this study, we focus on a structure with * > #'� , which
means that more than one user may be served by one beam.
Inspired by [9], we adopt NOMA protocol in the beamspace
MIMO system. A beam selection scheme based on maximum
magnitude [5], [9] is employed to support multiple users,
and each beam corresponds to a RF chain. For notational
convenience, let U6 =

{
1, 2, · · · ,

��*6��} be the user set in the
6th beam for 6 varying from 1 to � (� = #'� ), where
U6 ∩ U= = ∅ (6 ≠ =) and * =

∑�
6=1

��*6��. In the same
beam, the beamspace channel vectors of the served users
have some correlations [9]. Based on this idea, the beamspace
channel vector with the largest norm can be selected as the
representative channel vector for each beam. Therefore, we
obtain a #'� × #'� representative channel matrix Ĥ =[
ĥ1, ĥ2, · · · , ĥ#'�

]
, where ĥ6 denotes the beamspace channel

vector that has largest norm in 6th beam. Then, with the aid of
zero-forcing precoding technique, we derive the #'� × #'�
precoding matrix V̂, which can be given by

V̂ =
[
v̂1, v̂2, · · · , v̂#'�

]
= Ĥ

(
Ĥ� Ĥ

)−1
, (6)

where v̂6 denotes the �×1 precoding vector for the 6th beam.
Considering the transmit power has been separated from the
precoding vector, we need to further normalize the precoding
vectors. For the 6-th beam, the normalized precoding vector
can be written by v6 =

v̂6
‖v̂6‖2

, for 6 varying from 1 to #'� .
Then, for D-th user in 6-th beam, its received signal can be
expressed as

H6,D = ĥ�6,Dv6B6 + ĥ�6,D
#'�∑
9≠6

v 9 B 9 + I6,D , (7)

where B6 =
∑ |*6 |
8=1
√
?6,8G6,8 is the superposed transmitted

signals for |*6 | users within the 6-th beam and G6,8 is
transmitted signal with E

(
|G6,8 |2

)
= 1. ?6,8 is transmission

power for 8-th user in 6-th beam. v6 ∈ C#'�×1 is the precoding
vector for the 6th beam with

v62 = 1. ĥ6,D ∈ C#'�×1 is the
beamspace channel vector after beam selection. I6,D denotes
noise term which follows the distribution CN

(
0, X2

0
)
.

In addition, we assume that each IoT user node can perform
SWIPT by using PS technique, and thus the received signal can
be divided into the EH and ID [25]. Let d6,D (0 < d6,D < 1) be
the PS ratio for D-th user in 6-th beam, and its corresponding
signal for EH can be given by

H��6,D =
√

1 − d6,DH6,D , (8)

and the harvested energy can be given by

���6,D = Y6,D (1 − d6,D)
( #'�∑
8=1

|*6 |∑
9=1

ĥ�6,Dv8
2

2 ?8, 9 + X
2
0

)
, (9)

where Y6,D ∈ (0, 1] represents energy conversion efficiency
for EH. Moreover, we can express the signal for ID by the
following form:

H��6,D =
√
d6,DH6,< + =6,D , (10)

where =6,D ∼ CN (0, X2
1) is the additional noise caused by ID.

According to the NOMA principle, superposition coding
and SIC are performed at the transmitter and the receiver,
respectively. For the users within the 6-th beam, we assume
that

ĥ�6,1v6


2
≥

ĥ�6,2v6


2
≥ · · · ≥

ĥ�
6, |*6 |v6


2
. By

exploiting SIC at users in the 6-th beam, the D-th user can
decode the <-th user (D + 1 ≤ < ≤ |*6 |) and remove them
from the received superposed signals. Accordingly, we can
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adopt the following form to characterize the received signal
for ID by D-th user in 6-th beam:

H��6,D =
√
d6,D

(
ĥ�6,Dv6

√
?6,DG6,D + ĥ�6,Dv6

D−1∑
<=1

√
?6,<G6,<

+ ĥ�6,D
∑
=≠6

|*= |∑
<=1

v=
√
?=,<G=,< + I6,D

)
+ =6,D . (11)

Based on (11), the SINR for D-th user in 6-th beam can be
expressed by

W6,D =

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2 ?6,D

�1 + �2 + X2
0 +

X2
1

d6,D

, (12)

where �1 =
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2
∑D−1
<=1 ?6,< is the intra-beam inter-

ference, and �2 =
∑
=≠6

∑ |*= |
<=1

ĥ�6,Dv=
2

2 ?=,< is the inter-
beam interference. Therefore, for D-th user in 6-th beam, its
achievable rate can be expressed as

'6,D = log2
(
1 + W6,D

)
. (13)

C. Problem Formulation

In this subsection, we formulate the EE maximization
problem via power allocation at the BS and power splitting
at each user receiver. Meanwhile, we consider the maximum
transmit power limitation at the BS, the minimum data rate
limitation and the minimum harvested energy constraints at
each user node. We define the EE as the ratio of achievable
sum rate to the total power consumption [32], namely,

�� =

∑#'�
6=1

∑ |*6 |
D=1 '6,D ({?6,D}, {d6,D})
%C ({?6,D}) + %2

(bps/Hz/W). (14)

where
∑#'�
6=1

∑ |*6 |
D=1 '6,D ({?6,D}, {d6,D}) is achievable sum

rate of all users. %C ({?6,D}) =
∑#'�
6=1

∑ |*6 |
D=1 ?6,D is the total

transmitted power. %2 = %�� + #'�%(, + #'�%'� is
the circuit power consumption, where %��, %(, , and %'�
represent the power consumption caused by baseband, beam
switch and RF chain [5], respectively.

Therefore, the EE maximization optimization problem can
be formulated as

max
{P,1}

�� (15a)

s.t.
#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

?6,D ≤ %<0G , (15b)

?6,D ≥ 0,∀6, D, (15c)
0 < d6,D < 1,∀6, D, (15d)
'6,D ≥ '<8=,∀6, D, (15e)

���6,D ≥ �<8=,∀6, D, (15f)

where P = {?6,D} and 1 = {d6,D} denote the power
matrix and PS ratio matrix, respectively. (15b) is the transmit
power limitation of the BS. (15c) demonstrates the transmit
power for each user node should be positive. (15d) is the
PS ratio constraint. (15e) means that the minimum data rate

for each user node should be guaranteed. (15f) describes the
minimum energy harvesting requirement for each user node.
Due to the presence of both intra- and inter-beam interference,
the objective function (15a) and constraints in (15e)-(15f)
are non-convex. As a result, problem (15) is a non-convex
programming problem. In general, it is challenging to derive
the optimal solution to (15) in polynomial time. Next, to find
a feasible solution to problem (15), we propose an effective
iterative approach.

D. Feasibility Analysis of Problem (15)

Before demonstrating our solution, we study the feasibility
of problem (15). We first give the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Problem (15) is feasible if and only if the
following problem is feasible.

find {P, 1} (16a)

s.t.

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2 ?6,D

�1 + �2 + X2
0 +

X2
1

d6,D

≥ 2'<8= − 1,∀6, D, (16b)

(151) − (153) (16c)

Proof 1: Please refer to Appendix A.
Lemma 1 demonstrates that the feasibility of problem (15) is
independent of the energy harvested constraint (15f). Further-
more, the following Lemma shows the feasibility of problem
(15) is also independent of the PS ratio.

Lemma 2: Problem (16) is feasible if and only if the
following problem is feasible.

find {P} (17a)

s.t.

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2 ?6,D

�1 + �2 + X2
0 + X

2
1
≥ 2'<8= − 1,∀6, D, (17b)

(151) − (152) (17c)

Proof 2: Please refer to Appendix B.
Due to the total transmit power constraints of the BS and the
SINR constraint of each user, problem (17) may not be always
feasible. To elaborate the feasibility conditions of problem
(17), we give the following proposition.

Proposition 1: The feasibility of problem (17) can be
checked by solving the following problem

min
{P}

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

?6,D (18a)

s.t. (171) (18b)

The detailed proof of Proposition 1 can refer to [33].
Here, (18a) is a power minimization optimization problem,
which can be efficiently addressed by existing optimization
tool. Therefore, the feasibility of problem (15) can be simply
verified by checking the feasibility of problem (17). Further-
more, the feasibility conditions of problem (17) are given in
Proposition 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
problem (15) is feasible.
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III. SOLUTION TO THE JOINT OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEM

To make the problem (15) tractable, we first transform the
original fractional objective function to a subtractive form
by leveraging Dinkelbach approach. Then, for the inner-layer
optimization problem with given energy efficiency parameter
[, we propose an AO based iterative method. Finally, a
two-layer iterative method is proposed to derive the feasible
solution to problem (15).

A. Problem Transformation

We define the maximum EE of the system as

[∗ =

∑#'�
6=1

∑ |*6 |
D=1 '6,D (P

∗, 1∗)
%C (P∗) + %2

= max
{P,1}

∑#'�
6=1

∑ |*6 |
D=1 '6,D (P, 1)

%C (P) + %2
, (19)

where P∗ = {?∗6,D} and 1∗ = {d∗6,D} represent power matrix
and PS ratio matrix corresponding to [∗. Then, we introduce
the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The maximum EE [∗ is derived if and only if

max
{P,1}

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

'6,D (P, 1) − [∗
(
%C (P) + %2

)
=

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

'6,D (P∗, 1∗) − [∗
(
%C (P∗) + %2

)
= 0. (20)

Proof 3: Please refer to [34].
According to Theorem 1, we can reformulate (15) as the

following form

max
{P,1}

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

'6,D (P, 1) − [
(
%C (P) + %2

)
(21a)

s.t. (151) − (15 5 ). (21b)

To obtain the maximum EE [∗, we propose a Dinkelbach-
based iterative approach, which is summarized in
Algorithm 1. After each iteration of Algorithm 1, the
EE [ can be further improved. The convergence proof of
Algorithm 1 is similar to [34]. Next, we handle the converted
problem (21) with fixed [. However, since objective function
(21a) and constraints in (15e)-(15f) are nonconvex, this
problem is still intractable to address.

B. AO-Based Iterative Approach for Solving (21)

Based on a given energy efficiency factor [, we need to
further tackle the inner-layer optimization problem. To this
end, we propose an efficient iterative optimization approach
to deal with the considered problem, which will be discussed
in details in the following.

Algorithm 1: Dinkelbach-Based Iterative Approach

1 Initialize the maximum iterations 41, the maximum
tolerance Y1, iteration index E = 0, and the maximum
EE [ = 0.

2 repeat
3 Solve problem (21) for a given [E and derive

power allocation and PS ratio {P, 1}.
4 Compute

Y∗1 =
∑#'�
6=1

∑ |*6 |
D=1 '6,D (P, 1) − [E

(
%C (P) + %2

)
.

5 if Y∗1 < Y1 then
6 Convergence=true.
7 return {P∗, 1∗}= {P, 1} and

8 [∗ =
∑#'�
6=1

∑|*6 |
D=1 '6,D (P,1)

%C (P)+%2 .
9 else

10 Set [E =
∑#'�
6=1

∑|*6 |
D=1 '6,D (P,1)

%C (P)+%2 and E = E + 1.
11 Convergence=false.
12 end if
13 until Convergence=true or E = 41;

We first convert (21) into a more tractable and solvable
form. Let

H̃6,D = ĥ�6,Dv6
√
?6,DG6,D + ĥ�6,Dv6

D−1∑
<=1

√
?6,<G6,<

+ ĥ�6,D
∑
=≠6

|*= |∑
<=1

v=
√
?=,<G=,< + I6,D +

=6,D
√
d6,D

. (22)

When mean square error (MSE) is utilized to detect G6,D from
H̃6,D in (22), we can formulate the following detection problem

b
>?C
6,D = arg min

{b6,D }
46,D , ∀6, D, (23)

where b6,D is the receiver filter at the D-th user within the
6-th beam. 46,D is the corresponding MSE, which can be
represented by

46,D = E
[
|G6,D − b6,D H̃6,D |2

]
, ∀6, D. (24)

Substituting (22) into (24), the MSE in (24), i.e., 46,D , can be
rewritten as

46,D = 1 + |b6,D |2Ξ6,D − 2Re
(
bg,u
√pg,uĥH

g,uvg

)
, ∀g, u, (25)

where Ξ6,D = ?6,D
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2 + �1 + �2 + X

2
0 +

X2
1

d6,D
. Then, by

solving problem (23), the optimal b6,D can be derived as
follows:

b
>?C
6,D = arg min

{b6,D }
46,D

=

(√
?6,Dĥ�6,Dv6

)∗ (
Ξ6,D

)−1
, ∀6, D. (26)

Substituting (26) into (25), the minimum MSE corresponding
to b>?C6,D can be given by

4
>?C
6,D = 1 − ?6,D

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2 Ξ
−1
6,D , ∀6, D. (27)
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The detailed derivations to (26) and (27) are presented in
Appendix C.

In addition, according to (12), we can derive the following
equations

©«1 +
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2 ?6,D

�1 + �2 + X2
0 +

X2
1

d6,D

ª®®¬
−1

=

(
�1 + �2 + X2

0 +
X2

1
d6,D

)
Ξ−1
6,D

= 1 − ?6,D
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2 Ξ
−1
6,D . (28)

One can observe that there are the equivalent relations between
(27) and (28), namely,

©«1 +
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2 ?6,D

�1 + �2 + X2
0 +

X2
1

d6,D

ª®®¬
−1

= min
{b6,D }

46,D , ∀6, D. (29)

As a result, the achievable rate can be reformulated as

'6,D (P, 1) = log2
©«1 +

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2 ?6,D

�1 + �2 + X2
0 +

X2
1

d6,D

ª®®¬
= max
{b6,D }

(
− log2

(
46,D

) )
, ∀6, D. (30)

After removing the log function in (30), '6,D (P, 1) can be
further rewritten as

'6,D (P, 1) = max
{b6,D ,h6,D }

(
−
h6,D46,D

ln 2
+ log2 h6,D +

1
ln 2

)
,∀6, D.

(31)

The detailed derivations to (31) are presented in Appendix D.
Replacing the '6,D (P, 1) of objective function (21a) with

(31), problem (21) is equivalently reformulated as

max
{P,1, b6,D ,h6,D }

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

(
−
h6,D46,D

ln 2
+ log2 h6,D +

1
ln 2

)
− [

(
%C (P) + %2

)
s.t. (151) − (15 5 ). (32)

To effectively solve problem (32), we propose an AO-based
iterative method. Specifically, the variables {P}, {1}, {b6,D},
and {h6,D} are alternately optimized at each iteration.

For given {PA−1} and {1A−1} in the (A − 1)th iteration, the
optimal {bA6,D} can be obtained at the Ath iteration according
to (26), namely,

bA6,D =

(√
?A−1
6,D ĥ�6,Dv6

)∗ (
ΞA−1
6,D

)−1
, ∀6, D, (33)

where

ΞA−1
6,D = ?

A−1
6,D

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2 +
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2

D−1∑
<=1

?A−1
6,< + X2

0 +
X2

1

dA−1
6,D

+
∑
=≠6

|*= |∑
<=1

ĥ�6,Dv=
2

2 ?
A−1
=,<, ∀6, D. (34)

Meanwhile, the optimal 4>?C,A6,D can be derived at the Ath
iteration according to (27), namely

4
>?C,A
6,D = 1 − ?A−1

6,D

ĥ�6,Dv6
2

2

(
ΞA−1
6,D

)−1
, ∀6, D. (35)

Algorithm 2: AO-Based Iterative Approach

1 Initialize the maximum iterations 42, the maximum
tolerance Y2, feasible solution {P0, 10} and iteration
index A = 1.

2 repeat
3 Calculate {bA6,D} according to (33).
4 Calculate {hA6,D} according to (36).
5 Calculate {PA } and {1A } by solving problem (40).
6 until {PA , 1A } Convergence;

Based on (35), the optimal {h6,D} at the Ath iteration can
be given by

hA6,D =
1

4
>?C,A
6,D

, ∀6, D. (36)

Based on the obtained {bA6,D} and {hA6,D}, we can solve the
following optimization problem:

min
{P,1}

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

hA6,D4
A
6,D

ln 2
+ [

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

?A6,D

s.t. (151) − (15 5 ), (37)

to obtain {PA } and {1A } in the Ath iteration, where 4A6,D =

1 + |bA6,D |2ΞA6,D − 2Re
(
br

g,u
√

pr
g,uĥH

g,uvg

)
,∀g, u.

Note that (37) is non-convex optimization problem, since
(15e)-(15f) are non-convex constraints. We first handle the
non-convex constraint (15e). By substituting (12) and (13)
into constraint (15e) in problem (37), the non-linear constraint
(15e) can be rewritten byĥ�6,Dv6

2
2 ?

A
6,D ≥

(
2'<8= − 1

) (
�A1 + )

A
2 + X

2
0 +

X2
1

dA6,D

)
,∀6, D,

(38)

where �A1 =
ĥ�6,Dv6

2
2
∑D−1
<=1 ?

A
6,< and �A2 =∑

=≠6

∑ |*= |
<=1

ĥ�6,Dv=
2

2 ?
A
=,<. In the converted constraint

(38), the left-hand-side (LHS) is an affine function and the
right-hand-side (RHS) is convex function with respect to
(w.r.t.) the involved variables. Hence, the constraint (38) is
convex.

Next, we focus on tackle constraint (15f). Substituting (9)
into (15f) in problem (37), (15f) can be recast by( #'�∑

8=1

|*6 |∑
9=1

ĥ�6,Dv8
2

2 ?8, 9 + X
2
0

)
≥ �<8=

Y6,D (1 − d6,D)
, ∀6, D. (39)

It is evident that in (39), the LHS is an affine function and
the RHS is convex function w.r.t. the involved variables, and
thus, the constraint (39) is convex.

After a series of transformations based on (38) and (39),
the problem (37) is equivalently reformulated as the following
convex optimization problem

min
{P,1}

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

hA6,D4
A
6,D

ln 2
+ [

#'�∑
6=1

|*6 |∑
D=1

?A6,D

s.t. (151) − (153), (38) − (39) (40)
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Fig. 3. The flow chart of the proposed two-loop iterative method.

which can be efficiently solved by means of advanced convex
solvers, e.g., CVX [35].

The proposed AO-based iterative approach can be sum-
marized as follows. We first initialize {PA−1} and {1A−1} in
the (A − 1)th iteration. Based on this, the optimal {bA6,D} and
{hA6,D} are obtained at the Ath iteration by exploiting (33) and
(36), respectively. Then, the optimal {PA−1} and {1A−1} are
derived at the Ath iteration by solving the standard convex
optimization problem (40). Since the optimal {bA6,D}, {hA6,D},
{PA } and {1A } can be obtained at each iteration, the objective
value of problem (32) is non-decreasing when these variables
are iteratively updated. Meanwhile, due to the transmit power
and the PS radio constraints, the objective value of (32) has
an upper bound. Hence, the obtained solution will be at least
a local optimal solution. The above scheme is summarized in
Algorithm 2.

C. Overall Algorithm

To make the non-convex and non-linear problem (15)
tractable, a Dinkelbach-based iterative method (Algorithm 1)
is proposed to convert the objective function in (15) to an
equivalent subtractive form. With given energy efficiency
parameter [, an AO-based iterative algorithm (Algorithm 2)
is proposed to handle the converted problem (21) at the inner
layer. Specifically, the optimal {bA6,D} {h6,D}, and {PA , 1A }
are alternately updated by solving (33), (36) and (40) until
convergence. After that, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are
orderly executed. Then, [ is updated and the above steps are
iteratively repeated until convergence. The flow chart of overall

optimization algorithm for solving problem (15) is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

Next, we probe into the complexity of our proposed two-
layer iterative method. Let ;1 and ;2 denote the iteration times
of outer-layer (Dinkelbach approach) and inner-layer (AO
approach), respectively. Notice that solving problem (40) dom-
inates the overall complexity of the proposed method. When
CVX toolbox is employed to solve the convex programming
problem (40), it exploits GP with interior-point method (IPM).
At each iteration of inner-layer, the complexity of solving
problem (40) is $ (log ((4* + 1)/be)/log (c)) [36], where
4* + 1 is the total number of constraints in (40). b represents
the initial point for approximating the accuracy of IPM, e rep-
resents the stopping criterion for IPM, and c is adopted to up-
date the accuracy of IPM. Accordingly, the overall complexity
of proposed method is $ (;1 × ;2 (log ((4* + 1)/be)/log (c))).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULT

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
energy-efficient power allocation and splitting scheme for
mmWave beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT system,
where the Monte-Carlo method is employed in the simulations.
We consider a downlink single cell scenario, where one base
station equips with an ULA with 64 antennas to serve * single
antenna IoT sensor nodes that equip with PS receivers. We
assume that there are one LOS and two NLOS paths for each
node’ channel. The EH threshold is �<8= = 0.1. We consider
that the maximum transmit power is %<0G = 15 dBm, the
signal-to-noise ratio is SNR=10 dB, the number of nodes is
* = 16, if it is not specified. The minimum rate for all user
nodes is set to '<8= = '0/10, where '0 is minimum rate and
it is obtained according to the result from full digital MIMO
with ZF precoding. We set %�� = 200 mW, %(, = 5 mW
and %#� = 300 mW [9]. Meanwhile, the maximum tolerance
for Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is set to Y1 = Y2 = 10−4. The
maximum iterations for Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are set
to 30.

We first evaluate the convergence performance of our pro-
posed algorithms. Fig. 4 presents the convergence performance
of Algorithm 1. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that Algorithm
1 converges to a stable point within four iterations. Fig. 5
presents the convergence performance of Algorithm 2. In this
figure, we evaluate the ASR performance of the considered
system, where [ is set to 0. It is clear that the ASR tends to
converge within five iterations.

Fig. 6 shows the ASR and EE performance against the
maximum transmit power of BS (i.e., %<0G) with different
schemes. In this figure, ‘Max-EE’ represents the proposed
EE maximization scheme, and ‘Max-ASR’ denotes the ASR
maximization scheme, which refers to [ = 0 in problem
(21). It is pointed out that when addressing ASR maximiza-
tion problem for considered beamspace MIMO-NOMA with
SWIPT system, we only need to execute the inner layer of
Algorithm 1, namely Algorithm 2. From Fig. 6(a), we can
see that the ASR of ‘Max-EE’ is nearly same as that of
‘Max-ASR’ when %<0G increases from 20dBm to 35 dBm.
However, when %<0G reaches a certain level, the ASR of
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Fig. 6. ASR/EE versus the maximum transmit power of BS with different schemes.

‘Max-EE’ remains constant, whereas the ASR of ‘Max-ASR’
is still increasing. The reason is explained as follows. For
the ‘Max-ASR’ schemes, the BS transmit power can be fully
allocated to improve ASR performance. But as for the ‘Max-
EE’ schemes, there is a tradeoff between ASR and power
consumption, which means that only a portion of total transmit
power is utilized in order to guarantee the EE performance.
In fact, when %<0G is lower than a power threshold, all the
BS transmit power can be allocated in order to improve the
ASR under the ‘Max-EE’ schemes. As a result, ‘Max-EE’ and
‘Max-ASR’ schemes obtain the same ASR performance. On
the other hand, when %<0G exceeds a power threshold, the
balance between ASR and power consumption is achieved for
the ‘Max-EE’ schemes, which means that an additional power
budget will not contribute to an extra ASR gain. And Hence,
the ASR realized by ‘Max-EE’ scheme remains constant.
Meanwhile, this power threshold can be observed in Fig. 6(a).
Also, we observe that NOMA schemes achieve higher ASR
performance compared with the corresponding OMA schemes.

This is because that NOMA schemes support multiple users
to be served by a single beam at the same radio resource. As
a result, the ASR performances are enhanced. Besides, from
Fig. 6(b), we see that EE of ‘Max-EE’ increases significantly
by a small power budget from 20 dBm to 35 dBm, and then
approaches a peak value. This phenomenon can be explained
by the reason analysed by Fig. 6(a). We also see that the EE of
‘Max-ASR’ first increases when %<0G increases. After %<0G
reaches a power threshold, the increase in %<0G will lead to
the degradation of EE performance. This is because that the
power consumption becomes higher when the %<0G is large,
and thus, the ASR performance of ‘Max-ASR’ scheme will
decrease.

Fig. 7 presents the ASR and EE versus SNR with different
schemes. For validating the effectiveness, we compare the
proposed scheme with the following benchmark solutions: (i)
‘SWIPT Full digital MIMO’: In this scheme, the ZF precoding
is utilized in order to mitigate the inter-user interference;
(ii) Existing optimization scheme in [37]: The authors in
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Fig. 7. ASR/EE versus SNR with different schemes.
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Fig. 8. ASR/EE versus the number of user nodes with different schemes.

[37] propose an energy-efficient power allocation approach
by exploiting Dinkelbach method and Constrained Concave
Convex Procedure (CCCP) technique. For comparison, we de-
velop this method in beamspace MIMO-NOMA with SWIPT
system and extend it to solve the optimization problem (15);
and (iii) ‘SWIPT Beamspace MIMO-OMA’. For the same
system model, we can find that the proposed algorithm can
achieve higher ASR and EE compared with the existing
scheme in [37]. This result implies that our proposed algorithm
is beneficial for enhancing the ASR and EE performances
of the considered system. Besides, we observe that the EE
performance of ‘SWIPT beamspace MIMO-NOMA’ is higher
than that of ‘SWIPT beamspace MIMO-OMA’ and ‘SWIPT
Full digital MIMO’. Also, we see that although ‘SWIPT Full
digital MIMO’ scheme achieves the highest ASR performance,
this scheme obtains the worst EE performance. In fact, in a
full digital MIMO system, the number of RF chains is equal
to that of antennas. This means that the multiplexing gains

obtained from RF chains can be fully exploited such that
ASR is significantly improved. On the other hand, massive RF
chains also bring huge energy consumption. As a result, the
EE performance of ‘SWIPT Full digital MIMO is dramatically
degraded.

Fig. 8 makes the same comparison as Fig. 7, but from the
number of user nodes (i.e.,  ) perspectives. From this figure,
we can find that the ASR performance realized by the full
digital MIMO structure is larger than the proposed scheme,
the existing scheme in [37] and ‘SWIPT beamspace MIMO-
OMA’ scheme, which shows similar trends with Fig. 7. In
addition, we also see that the EE of the proposed scheme is
better than that of the existing scheme in [37] and ‘SWIPT
beamspace MIMO-OMA’, and it is significantly higher than
the EE of the ‘SWIPT Full digital MIMO’ scheme. These
results demonstrate that when the number of user nodes is
very large, our proposed solution can still achieve higher EE
compared with the benchmark schemes.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed to integrate SWIPT
with mmWave beamspace MIMO-NOMA to achieve energy-
efficient green communication. Aiming to enhance EE of the
considered system while guaranteeing the minimum rate and
harvested energy requirements for each IoT node, we proposed
an energy-efficient power allocation and splitting design. The
proposed design was formulated as a non-convex and non-
linear optimization problem with the target of maximizing EE.
To handle the non-convexity of this problem, we convert the
original problem into an equivalent and solvable form by a
Dinkelbach-based iterative method at the outer layer. Next,
we proposed an AO-based iterative approach to address the
converted optimization problem at the inner layer. Simulation
results have verified the convergence and effectiveness of
the proposed two-layer iterative algorithm. Moreover, it has
demonstrated that the EE and ASR of beamspace MIMO-
NOMA with SWIPT system under the proposed algorithm
outperform the existing scheme and conventional beamspace
MIMO with SWIPT. For the future work, we will study
advanced precoding design to suppress the inter-beam inter-
ference and improve the EE performance.

APPENDIX A

First, if problem (16) is not feasible, problem (15) cannot
be feasible because problem (15) has an additional energy
harvested constraint (15f). Second, we assume that problem
(16) is feasible and let {?6,D} and {d6,D} be a feasible
solution. One can see that another solution {`?6,D} and
{d6,D}, ∀` > 1, for the first constraint of problem (16) can be
expressed as ĥ�6,Dv6
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This means that another solution {`?6,D} and {d6,D}, ∀` >
1, is also a feasible solution for problem (16). Since there
must exist a sufficiently large ` > 1 such that the solution
{`?6,D} and {d6,D} satisfies the energy harvested constraint
(15f), namely, it is feasible for problem (15). Lemma 1 is thus
proved.

APPENDIX B

First, we assume that problem (17) is feasible. Let {?6,D}
and {d6,D} be a feasible solution of problem (17). For any

given 0 < d6,D < 1, the solution ?6,D =
?6,D

d6,D
and d6,D = d6,D

for the first constraint of problem (16), can be expressed asĥ�6,Dv6
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This means that the solution ?6,D and d6,D is a feasible so-
lution of problem (16). Therefore, if problem (17) is feasible,
then problem (16) must be feasible.

Second, we consider the case that problem (17) is not
feasible. Suppose problem (16) is feasible, and let {?6,D} and
{d6,D} be a feasible solution of problem (16). Since d6,D < 1,
we have
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This demonstrates that the feasible solution {?6,D} and {d6,D}
of problem (16) is also feasible for problem (17), which
contradicts the infeasibility of problem (17). Lemma 2 is thus
proved.

APPENDIX C

The MSE 46,D in (24) can be rewritten as
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To minimize the MSE 46,D , we take the derivative of 46,D ,
namely,
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Thus, the optimal receiver filter b>?C6,D can be obtained as
follows:
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Substituting (46) into (25), the minimum MSE can be given
by
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APPENDIX D
we first define the following function:

5 (@) = − @E
ln 2
+ log2 @ +

1
ln 2

, (48)

where @ is a positive scalar. Based on the function (48), we
consider the following problem:

max
@>0

5 (@) (49)

One can be observed that the objective function 5 (@) is
concave w.r.t. @, and thus the optimal solution @>?C to problem
(49) can be calculated by
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Substituting (50) into (48), we have
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Based on the results in (51), (30) can be rewritten by
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